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Thank you for choosing 
Green Elephant!

 
Our team is here to change the 
sharpening experience more 

pleasant. Our goal is to provide 
high-quality sharpening tools to 

make your life easier when it 
comes to keeping your knives 

sharp.

GET A $25 WORTH OF 
STORE CREDIT

Click Here To Learn How

https://www.greenelephantkitchen.com/pages/video-review/


Preparing the strop
Apply the diamond paste compound to one side 
of the strop by spreading it with a plastic card 
or rubbing it in with your palm part under the 
thumb. After evenly covering the leather area, 
let it sit for 3-4 hours before using it.
 
Which side you should apply the paste to really 
depends on your preference, you can apply the 
paste on both sides to compare the effect.

 

You can use the strop loaded with diamond 
paste on a daily basis for many months before 
needing to re-apply the paste.



Find the right angle for stropping your knife by 
laying the blade flat on an old leather belt and 
slowly/gently push forward by raising the spine 
in tiny increments. At some point, the edge will 
bite into leather. That's the angle you need to 
strop the knife at as it's the actual angle of the 
edge. (Do not use the strop to find an angle with 
this method in order not to damage the strop)

Once the correct angle is found, pull your knife 
back towards you on the leather strop with the 
light pressure. At the end of the stroke, just 
stop, and lift the knife off from the strop and 
repeat the motion on the other side of the 
blade. Repeat the process for 15-20 times per 
side.

*Do not pull the knife off from the leather at the 
end of the stroke with an arc as this will undo 
all the work you just did!!!
 
If you want to be 100% sure that you won't take 
off the blade inefficiently from the leather at 
the end of the stroke, then stop the stroke when 
the knife is 2 inches before the end of leather, 
then just flip the knife over its spine to start 
stropping the other side. This way you're not 
able to round the edge to an unwanted shape.

Correct technique



When to use the strop?
The good honing leather is only good for one 
thing - Making a good edge great,
It won't make a bad edge good, and it's very 
easy to dub and dull a good edge with any 
leather.
 
This means that you should use the strop after 
you've worked the knife's edge on a #1500 grit 
Green Elephant Ceramic Sharpening Rod 

or any other coarser sharpening stone in order 
to make that edge even smoother and longer 
lasting with the leather strop.
 
(However, you're also able to load multiple 
leather strops with different micron size 
compounds to have the same effect by working 
your knife's edge from coarser to finer 
compounds until the edge is sharp and 
finished)

Use mineral oil to clean the strop. Put a little bit 
mineral oil on a cloth and wipe it around the 
strop until all the black metal residue is gone. 
Then let the strop dry overnight and load it back 
up with fresh diamond paste compound.
 
With this method, you're able to remove the 
once applied diamond paste from the strop if 
you'd like to apply a different compound on it.

Cleaning the strop

Lets keep in touch!
Thank you again for being our customer, this 
means a lot to us.
 
Our favourite kind of customers are happy 
customers - if for any reason you are not happy 
with the Green Elephant paddle strop, please do 
reach out to us in order to solve the issue at 
hand.
 
If you have any suggestions or questions for our 
future or existing products, feel free to get in 
touch as well. As after all, it is YOU who we 
have in mind when bringing new products to 
market

info@greenelephantkitchen.com

http://www.greenelephantkitchen.com/pages/honing-steel

